
Say each word in the box.                                     
Look at the letters carefully. 

professional    program    prohibit    projector   
pronoun    pronounce    protect    protest    confess 

concentrate    conceal    concert    condemn                 
condition      prologue       congratulate  concern  

Classify the words either pro– or con-. 
___________ __________ ___________  
___________ __________ ___________  
___________ __________ ___________ 

___________ __________ ___________ __________ 
___________ __________ ___________ __________ 

Divide the words below into syllables. You 
may use a dictionary for help. 

professional 
pronounce 
congratulate 
concentrate 

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________ 

Make four words using these two sets of letters 
without changing the letter order: concer  prote 

_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________ 



professional    program    prohibit    projector   
pronoun    pronounce    protect    protest    confess 

concentrate    conceal    concert    condemn                 
condition      prologue     congratulate   concern  

Add a suffix to each word below. Does the spelling 
change? Check your answers in your dictionary. 

pronounce + ation = 
concentrate + ion = 
confess + ion = 
congratulate + ion = 
protect + ion = 
conceal + ment = 
condemn + ation = 
project + ion = 

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________ 

Make word from the box from these words:                    
pronoun  project 

______________  _____________ 
In your own words, what does the saying "pro and 
con" mean?_____________________________________ 



Make four words using these two sets of letters 
without changing the letter order: concer  prote 

 
concert, concern, protect, protest 

Add a suffix to each word below. Does the spelling 
change? Check your answers in your dictionary. 

pronounce + ation = 
concentrate + ion = 
confess + ion = 
congratulate + ion = 
protect + ion = 
conceal + ment = 
condemn + ation = 
project + ion = 

pronunciation 
concentration 
confession 
congratulation 
protection 
concealment 
condemnation 
projection 

Make word from the box from these words:                    
pronoun  project 

 
pronounce  projector 



professional    program    prohibit    projector   
pronoun    pronounce    protect    protest    confess 

concentrate    conceal    concert    condemn                 
condition     prologue    congratulate   concern 

Write a word from the box that has                  
something to do with the group of words 

below. 

doctor, dentist, lawyer, teacher 
you and I, they and them 
to guard, shield from danger 
compliment, praise 
Rolling Stones, Beethoven, Beatles 
to hide, bury or mask 
to doom or sentence  
challenge, strong opposition 
admit, own up, reveal the truth,  

1._____________ 
2._____________ 
3._____________ 
4._____________ 
5._____________ 
6._____________ 
7._____________ 
8._____________ 
9._____________ 



Write a word from the box that has                  
something to do with the group of words 

below. 

1. professional(s) 
2. pronoun(s) 
3. protect 
4. congratulate 
5. concert 
6. conceal 
7. condemn 
8. protest 
9. confess 


